
Connect Applications and  
Automate Business Processes

Complete Integration Platform for
Microsoft Dynamics 365 Partners and Customers 



The right data in the right place at the right time with integrator.io

Eliminate manual data entry, data exports, costly errors, delays, and processes managed with spreadsheets 
and email. Celigo’s platform enables visibility across the organization—with fewer technical resources.

“Celigo is the easiest integration I’ve ever accomplished and probably the least expensive, as well. It meant 
that we didn’t have to spend tens of thousands of dollars in order to get this integrated. Now that it is live, I 
literally need one hour of Celigo’s time to check it, and then I’m done. So that makes it very nice, and gives 
me a lot more options as a business.” 

Jenna Pennamen
Director of Operations, Gabriel Cosmetics

Build Integrations 
Quickly and Efficiently

Intuitive
Reduces learning curves and allows 
for easier allocation of resources

Scalable
Supports hundreds, thousands, or 
millions of orders a day

Flexible
Complete control with no code or 
advanced custom code options

Compliant
SOC 2 Type 2, GDPR and more

Reliable
Prevent data loss when endpoints 
are offline



Optimize your business processes
 

As your business grows, you’ll need to add and refine business processes. Celigo’s integrator.
io iPaaS allows you to easily integrate new software to your existing core applications while 

providing the flexibility to meet business requirements across departments.

Customize and Expand

Guided User Interface
Step-by-step wizard with visual field mapping, drop-down 
menus, and other tools for no-coding integration

Prebuilt Integrations
Save time with over 200 prebuilt connectors and 
integration templates to popular apps

Complex Orchestrations
Support complex processes by integrating multiple apps 
and data sources as part of a single integration flow

Advanced Developer Tools 
Advanced tools for creating and sharing stacks, generating 
tokens for direct API calls, building wrappers, and more

Actionable Dashboard
Allows you to monitor and manage integrations,  
access error details, re-run integrations, and receive alert 
notifications

Universal Adaptors
Connect with any application or data source using 
adaptors for REST/JSON, XML, FTP, AS2, EDI, SQL, web 
hooks, on-prem and more

“I found it to be very user friendly and any tweaks or 
changes that I’ve had to make have been very easy 
and the errors are very clear. When you run into an 
issue its very easy to tell what the problem was.”

Craig Matusinski
Ecommerce Director - Kevin’s Worldwide
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Why Microsoft Dynamics 365 partner with Celigo

Prebuilt Integration Templates
Reduce implementation costs and time to value 

with prebuilt integrations to popular apps. Or 

build your own!

Celigo University & Certifications 
FREE  courses & certifications

Celigo Partner Demo Account
FREE master account once one consultant has 
completed Celigo University Level 2.

Partner Enablement & Office Hours 
Celigo Enablement Team assists with Partner  

lead projects, integration best practices, and 

troubleshooting. Plus, live Partner office hours.

Loved by customers.
Recommended by 
the experts.

Celigo named G2 Best Software for 2021

Dave Witty
Director of Financial Systems
ZoomInfo

“Celigo was instrumental in helping us fully automate our Quote 
to Cash process. Automating our transactions from Salesforce 
prevented us from having to hire an additional five full-time 
employees. Reducing the need for paper processing has even 
allowed us to seamlessly transition to a work-from-home policy.”

Eric Flippo
Director of IT
Home Chef

“The automation of our staffing processes took away 
manual work and dramatically changed our labor models. 
Not only did we save a ton of effort, but we got data integrity, 
and we no longer have all the errors which affect people’s 
payroll and pay rates.”

G2 Leader in iPaaS
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